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Did I play my part 
well in this comedy 

called life? 
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Livia: live mindful 
of our marriage, 

and farewell. 



Roman anniversary culture 

Tacitus, Annals 1.9.1: 

 “Then tongues became busy with Augustus 
himself. Most men were struck by trivial points — 
that the same day [idem dies] should have been 
the first on which he assumed imperium1 and the 
last of his life — that he should have ended his 
days at Nola in the same house and room as his 
father Octavius.” 

 

1. This refers to his first consulship in 43 BC, i.e. the start of his political career. 





The bimillennium of Augustus’ death – 19th August 2014 







Localising Augustus 

• Italy: 
– Exhibition at Formia in Lazio: Formiae: a city of the early empire 
– Exhibition and series of talks in Velletri: The rise of the gens Octavia: from bankers to 

emperors 
– Conference in Aquileia, Italy: Augustus’ connections with northern Italy, Noricum and 

Pannonia 

• Croatia: 
– Conference in Zagreb: The Century of the brave: Archaeology of the Roman conquest and 

indigenous resistance in Illyricum during the time of Augustus and his heirs 

• Spain: 
– Conference in Madrid: The Spain of Augustus 
– Conference in Tarragona: Augustus and the Western Provinces 
– Tarraco Viva: themed festival celebrating Augustus and his connection with Tarragona. 

• Germany: 
– Exhibition in Köln: AD 14: Roman rule on the Rhine 

• Britain 
– Talk at the National Roman Legion Museum, Caerleon: The Emperor Augustus and LEG II AVG 

• Australia 
– Conference at the University of Sydney: Augustus from a Distance 





Augustus and Tarraco 
 
• Used it as his base while conducting  
  military campaigns in Spain, 26-25 BC 
 
• Orosius, History 6.21.19: 
‘Envoys from India and Scythia, having 
crossed the whole world, finally found 
Augustus at Tarraco in Further Spain. 
This represented the end of their quest, 
which reflected on Augustus the glory of 
Alexander the Great.’ 
 
• Building projects from that period: 

• Theatre 
• Improvements to Forum 

 
• Quintilian, Principles of Oratory 6.3.77: 
‘When the people of Tarraco reported 
that a palm tree had grown on an altar 
to him, Augustus replied “That shows 
how often you light a fire there.”’ 



Historical recreation: ‘Augustus: the power of the mask’ 



Historical recreation: ‘Augustus: the power of the mask’ 
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Augustus’ Mausoleum and the Piazza Augusto Imperatore 





Visualisation of the new plans for Augustus’ Mausoleum, 
finally funded by Rome’s city authority in 2014 



Emilio Balbo (1937), Augusto e 
Mussolini: drew extensive and 

flattering parallels between the two 

Mussolini and Augustus 

Speech by Mussolini, addressed to the 
new governor of Rome, December 1925: 
 
“Within five years, Rome must appear 
wonderful to the whole world, immense 
and powerful as she was in the days of 
the first empire of Augustus. You will 
continue to free the great oak from all 
that still overshadows it. You will create 
space around the Augustan Mausoleum, 
the Theatre of Marcellus, the Campidoglio 
and the Pantheon. All that has grown up 
around them during the centuries of 
decadence must disappear.” 



Mussolini personally begins work on the 
clearance of Augustus’ Mausoleum, 

4th November 1934 

The Mausoleum after clearance 

The new piazza taking shape around it 
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See http://augustus2014.com/2014-events/ for more! 


